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Regional anesthesia for external cephalic version:
its time has come
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The rate of cesarean delivery reached an all time high of 31.8% in
the United States in 2007.1 The total cesarean rate has risen by 50%
in the past decade and shows no sign of slowing. Further, both
components of the overall rate, primary and repeat cesareans are
rising. As the vaginal birth after caesarean rate has fallen to its
lowest level in more than 20 years, a woman with a primary
cesarean delivery has a >90% chance of repeat cesarean in
subsequent pregnancies. These future pregnancies, then, are at
increased risk for abnormal placentation with previa and accreta,2

other maternal morbidity3 and mortality,4 as well as stillbirth.5

Given these risks, preventing the first cesarean delivery should be a
high priority for clinicians who care for pregnant women.

One common indication for a primary cesarean delivery is
breech presentation, observed in 3% of pregnancies at term.6 Ever
since the publication of the Term Breech Trial by Hannah et al.,7

breech vaginal birth has decreased dramatically,8 with some
estimates of <5% of breech presentations delivered vaginally.6

Thus, breech presentation may lead to as many as 120 000
cesareans per year. Not all of these are necessary, as there are
techniques to encourage the fetus to convert to cephalic
presentation: namely moxibustion and external cephalic version
(ECV). Moxibustion is available from Chinese medicine providers.
To a Western medicine provider, moxibustion sounds suspiciously
like charlatanism, but in several prospective, randomized trials
(one even published in JAMA) as well as in a meta-analysis, it has
been shown to lead to a cephalic presentation more often than in
women who did not receive moxibustion.9–11 To be clear, there are
trials with negative findings,12 but the potential for effectiveness
should clearly not be dismissed.

The primary option for a woman with a breech presenting fetus,
however, remains ECV. This generally works 50–70% of the time,
and is more successful in multiparas, in the setting of greater
amniotic fluid volume, and earlier in gestation.13,14 Interestingly, it
also may work better with regional anesthesia.15 Once the fetus is
verted, it appears that the chances of achieving vaginal delivery are
quite high, perhaps >80%.16

In the current edition of the Journal of Perinatology, Yoshida
et al. show the benefit of regional anesthesia in the setting of ECV
in the form of a quality improvement effort conducted at their
institution.17 The investigators made a decision in 2003 to offer
regional anesthesia to all women undergoing ECV at their

institution, but continued to offer ECV at 36–37 weeks gestation.
They then examined women who underwent ECV before and after
this policy change. The results are impressive: their ECV success
rate went from 56 to 79% and their cesarean delivery rate in these
women went from 50 to 33%. Although these improved outcomes
are superb, one must also acknowledge that this study was
underpowered to examine some of the more rare outcomes
associated with regional anesthesia such as hypotension leading to
an immediate cesarean delivery, spinal headaches, and other
complications. That being said, such outcomes would be much
less common than the changes in more frequent outcomes that
were improved.

A key difference in their protocol as compared with usual care
was using the regional anesthesia at the 36- to 37-week trial of
ECV. A strategy commonly observed in the United States is to do a
trial of ECV at 36–37 weeks without regional anesthesia, and, if
unsuccessful, to try again at 39 weeks under regional anesthesia
before scheduled cesarean delivery. The thinking is that at 39 weeks
if the ECV fails, the woman can have her cesarean at that time.
This approach may fail to maximize the probability of success one
gets from combining the earlier gestational age and regional
anesthesia together.

Let’s consider the potential benefits from the earlier use of
regional anesthesia. If all 120 000 women in the United States with
a breech fetus were offered ECV with regional anesthesia, then
approximately 90 000 of them would vert to cephalic and perhaps
only 40 000 would undergo a cesarean delivery. Given the more
traditional non-use of regional anesthesia, only approximately
66 000 would vert, and 60 000 would end up with a cesarean. Thus,
this new practice could potentially prevent an additional 20 000
primary cesareans each year. Given that >90% of women with a
previous vaginal delivery experience subsequent vaginal deliveries
and that >90% of women with a previous cesarean delivery
experience subsequent cesarean deliveries, the downstream effects
would be more like 38 000 (20 000 non-breech and 18 000 repeats)
prevented cesareans each year, only counting the subsequent
pregnancy.

To be clear, any use of ECV would be appreciated, as we
have observed the use of version declining in recent years.16

It is unclear why, but perhaps it is related to the hostile medical–
legal environment, which is certainly associated with both
decreased vaginal birth after caesarean and increased primary
cesarean delivery rates.18 This is unfortunate as ECV has been
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shown to be a safe, cost-effective procedure that can lead to lower
rates of cesarean delivery.19,20

So, for women with a breech presenting fetus, it is challenging
to offer a breech vaginal delivery given the safety concerns as well
as the dwindling number of providers with adequate experience in
these potentially challenging deliveries. However, ECV should be
offered to all appropriate candidates with a breech. And, if one is
considering a version, it seems that the approach described by
Yoshida et al. leads to the greatest success with accompanying
regional anesthesia. Certainly, women at least deserve the option.
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